
  

Research Summary 

Art photograph means a combination of calligraphy and plastic forms an 
experience that involved in the Arab-inspired crafts flying him to the 
worlds of the repercussions of the formation My characters Looney its 

focus basic correlation expressionist aesthetic .   
The Egyptian artist Mohammed Bin Toson one of the main founders of 
the art photograph where the making of rhythms profile Aharovi texture 
is familiar calls for the receiver to meditate and take the time to discover 
the Quranic verses adopted by the artist Toson using the nature of 
words and the intensity of their colors and Nsuaha to express aesthetic 

visual Interestingly that path . 
That's what stopped the researcher to address this experience where art 
liberally multi creations accommodation combining lyrical spirit and a 
logical mind through the discovery of the link between the shape and 
color of the hand and between the spiritual and emotional sense, on the 

other hand, if any .   
The study consisted of four chapters Me first of which have 
methodological framework in which her problem identified by asking the 
following: What is the structure of the expressive aesthetic art Bakturav 
and answer the question through the objective of the study included the 
identification and detection infrastructure expressive aesthetic art 

photograph.                                                                 
The second chapter "theoretical framework" has included three sections 
first came from a study of the structure and what they are multi-



functional and their impact, while the second section contains clarify 
dimensional expressive and aesthetic while placed the study "The Art of 
Bakturav may like the third section in Chapter III" action research, which 
the researcher adopted a systematic description and analysis of the 
content of forms that have been selected as a sample for the study 
researcher from the original study population of acts Egyptian artist 
Mohammed bin Toson and under proper scientific justification  .            

     
In the fourth quarter, which determined the results of the study, which 
was in the forefront of the art Bakturav the receiver aesthetic excitement 
through built expressionist visual and seal researcher studying the most 

important recommendations and proposals to complement the study . 
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